BRISTOW’S

Multi-Tooth Tiller Roll
New Multi-Tooth Technology developed and tested over 10 years. Reaching
the ultimate level in seed bed preparation. Cultivating and mixing the soil
in all conditions, going far beyond simply pressing and packing
Subsoiler leg slot filled in to aid ‘soil to seed contact’ and reduce slug damage.
No sheering effect, respects your soil structure by crushing,
cultivating and mixing in all conditions.

Large quantity of closely spaced teeth cultivate only the area of soil lifted by the subsoiler, which helps black
grass control, leaves a fine tilth just below the larger clods ideal for ‘soil to seed contact’ and future weathering.

Superior results from
a one pass system.

Rape sown 11th Sept 2008
with Tiller Roll and
subsoiler. Root length
150mm at 6th Jan 2009.

Incredible savings of up to 60% on
time, fuel, wear & tear on equipment
Bring your old subsoilers back to life. Fit an environmentally friendly Multi-Tooth Tiller
Roll for the ultimate seed bed preparation with the well proven one pass system

- Single nut scraper adjustment
- Convex & concave edged teeth forming acute recesses
- Heavy Duty 65mm bearings

- Strong precise scrapers with Hardox 400 wear plate
- Narrow 52mm gap between rows of teeth
- UK patent granted and European patent pending

Farmers impressed with the surprisingly unexpected results from the
Multi-Tooth Tiller Roll in less than ideal conditions:
“I first used the Tiller Roll eight years ago after breaking my Power Harrow on some very cloddy ground I
asked if I could use Mr Bristow’s Tiller Roll. I was very impressed with the job it did, much better than the
Power Harrow, which would have taken at least four passes. The Tiller Roll gave a better overall seed bed
in two passes and a significant time saving going from three metre Power Harrow to four metre Tiller Roll
travelling three times faster with the same tractor. Since then I have followed the design and helped with
trials. When he made the Tiller Roll run in all conditions and decided to start production I purchased one
without hesitation, Mr Bristow fitted it to my Subsoiler I felt this was the most versatile approach as a one
pass Rape establishment or I could pull it through cultivated land to create a seedbed. I used the Tiller Roll to establish my
Rape last autumn in some really bad conditions (without the Tiller Roll I would not have been able to establish my Rape) it
gave good results, level fine tilth for seed contact and no big voids which helps with slug control, the seed was spread in rows
behind the Tiller Roll with a light arrow attached directly inline with the Subsoil leg.” – Tom Infield
“I normally work my land and drill my Rape the conventional way, however, because 2008 was
exceptionally wet my last 30 acre field was too wet to cultivate, so early September I used the Bristow’s
Multi-Tooth Tiller Roll fitted to a V Form 4 leg Subsoiler fitted with a Seeder Unit and pulled with a
JD150hp tractor. Conditions were bad and the soil was very wet with wet chopped straw on top. I was very
impressed with how the Tiller Roll coped with these conditions, the soil lifted by the Subsoil legs was tilled
and the slot opened by the Subsoil leg was completely filled in leaving a good level finish. The seed was
spread after the roll with spring tines to lightly rake the seed in. Having seen this machine working on very
heavy sticky land and the fact that the rape established perfectly I can see from the excellent results from the Tiller Roll I will
be able to establish my Rape in wet or dry conditions and I will be cutting my establishment costs by at least 60% means that I
have decided to order a Multi- Tooth Tiller Roll to be fitted to my Subsoiler for the next season.” – James Sharpe
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